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Abstract
A method for securely running industry software. Industry software and data are stored in an internal storage medium of a wireless communication terminal. A user interface (UI) of the wireless communication terminal includes a UI-customized Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) instruction processing module, and the wireless communication terminal includes a customized SCSI instruction processing module in the wireless communication terminal. The UI sends a customized SCSI instruction from the UI-customized SCSI instruction processing module to interact with the customized SCSI processing module in the wireless communication terminal, so as to load the industry software and the data into a memory of a Personal Computer (PC) to run the industry software and the data in the memory of the PC. After the data are updated, the UI sends a customized SCSI instruction to write updated software or the updated data back into the storage medium of the wireless communication terminal.
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201: A T card is partitioned and formatted, and at least one partition is hidden so that there is at least one hidden partition in the T card

202: Industry software and relevant data are written into the hidden partition of the T card

203: The T card in which the hidden partition includes the industry software and the data is inserted into a T card slot of a data card, and the data card is connected with a PC

204: The data card starts a self-starting function to install a driver and UI software

205: The UI software is started and a corresponding industry software is selected from the UI software and is run

206: The UI loads the industry software and the relevant data into the memory of the PC by using a customized SCSI instruction

207: The industry software is started to call a networking function to access a network

208: The running industry software interacts with a network server, so that data needing to be updated are written into the hidden partition of the T card through a customized SCSI instruction

209: The running of the industry software completes
1

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION TERMINAL AND METHOD FOR SECURELY RUNNING INDUSTRY SOFTWARE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of communication technologies, and in particular to a wireless communication terminal and a method for securely running industry software.

BACKGROUND

As 3G is commercially applied on a large scale, wireless data-card-type communication products are being used more and more widely. Most of data cards have a self-starting installation function, with which a data card is enumerated as an installation disc when inserted into a Personal Computer (PC) installed with no driver and User Interface (UI), so that an installation program in the disc runs automatically to install a driver and a UI.

Industry software refers to software which is specially developed for a certain industry and therefore has an obvious industrial feature. Industry software, which has characteristics including high pertinence and operational ease, is specifically classified into: financial software, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software, design software, project cost software, construction material software and the like.

Existing industry software, before being used, need to be installed in a disc of a PC to install software and relevant data in the disc of the PC, and the software and the relevant data, when being run, are loaded from the disc of the PC into a memory and run in the memory. As the Internet is being used more and more widely, the categories of new computer viruses increase and the computer viruses spread at a much higher speed, which makes the industry software and data stored in the disc of the PC easily destroyed or stolen by viruses and Trojans.

SUMMARY

To overcome the foregoing defects, the disclosure provides a wireless communication terminal and a method for securely running industry software.

To this end, the disclosure provides a method for securely running industry software, which includes that:

industry software and data are stored in an internal storage medium of a wireless communication terminal, wherein a User Interface (UI) of the wireless communication terminal includes a UI-customized Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) instruction processing module, and the wireless communication terminal includes a customized SCSI instruction processing module in the wireless communication terminal;

the UI sends a customized SCSI instruction from the UI-customized SCSI instruction processing module to interact with the customized SCSI processing module in the wireless communication terminal, so as to load the industry software and the data into a memory of a Personal Computer (PC) to run the industry software and the data in the memory of the PC;

after the data are updated, the UI sends a customized SCSI instruction to write updated software or the updated data back into the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal.

Further, the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal may be a flash memory or a T card.

Further, the industry software and the data stored in the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal may be loaded from the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal into the PC to be run only when there is a need to run the industry software.

Further, the wireless communication terminal may be a data card.

The disclosure also provides a wireless communication terminal, which includes: a storage medium, UI software, and a customized SCSI instruction processing module in the wireless communication terminal; and

industry software and data are stored in the storage medium.

The disclosure also provides a wireless communication terminal, which includes: a storage medium, a UI, and a customized SCSI instruction processing module in the wireless communication terminal; wherein

the storage medium is configured to store industry software and data; and

the UI includes a UI-customized SCSI instruction processing module, and is configured to: send a customized SCSI instruction from the UI-customized SCSI instruction processing module to interact with the customized SCSI instruction processing module in the wireless communication terminal, so as to load the industry software and the data into a memory of a PC to run the industry software and the data in the memory of the PC; and after the data are updated, send a customized SCSI instruction to write updated software or the updated data back into the storage medium.

Further, the storage medium of the wireless communication terminal may be a flash memory or T card.

Further, the industry software and the data stored in the storage medium may be loaded from the storage medium to the PC to be run only when there is a need to run the industry software.

Further, the wireless communication terminal may be a data card.

In conclusion, the disclosure has the following beneficial effects:

Since industry software and data are stored in an internal storage medium of a wireless communication terminal, the industry software and the data are loaded from the wireless communication terminal into the PC to be run only when there is a need to run the industry software, and the internal storage medium in the wireless communication terminal is read/written by using a customized SCSI instruction, the disclosure lowers the risk that the industry software and the data are tampered and stolen, and thus greatly enhances security. Moreover, as the industry software may be run at any location where a PC is provided as long as a user carries the wireless communication terminal, the industry software can be conveniently carried and used, which improves user experience.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a structure of a data card according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and
FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a method for securely running industry software according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

According to the technical solution of the disclosure, industry software and relevant data are stored in an internal storage medium, such as a flash memory or a T card, of a wireless communication terminal. A customized SCSI instruction processing module is added in a UI and the wire-
less communication terminal, the industry software and data stored in the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal can only be read/written by using a customized SCSI instruction. When there is a need to run the industry software, the UI sends a customized SCSI instruction to load the industry software and the data into a memory of a PC to run the industry software and the data in the memory of the PC, and sends a customized SCSI instruction after the completion of the running to write the updated software and data back into the wireless communication terminal. Therefore, there is no copy of the industry software and the data in the CP, thereby achieving the secure use of the industry software and improving the security of the industry software.

Following embodiments are described by taking a data card as an example of the wireless communication terminal.

Generally, there is a risk that industry software and data stored in a disc of a PC are tampered by viruses or Trojans and important information is stolen when the PC is infected with the viruses or Trojans. In the disclosure, industry software and data are stored in an internal storage medium of a data card, and the industry software and data are loaded from the data card into a PC to be run only when there is a need to run the industry software. Moreover, the internal storage medium of the data card is read/written by using a customized SCSI instruction. Therefore, the risk that the industry software and data are tampered and stolen is lowered, thus greatly enhancing the security of the industry software. To enhance the portability and usability of the industry software, instead of being installed in a disc of a PC, the industry software and the data are stored in a data card which is provided with a self-starting function and automatically installs a driver and a UI when the data card is inserted into a PC equipped with no UI. When the industry software is run, the UI can directly load the industry software and the data from the internal storage medium of the data card into the memory of the PC to run the industry software and the data in the memory of the PC. Meanwhile, the data card is provided with an Internet access function, with which the industry software can access a network background service and can be run at any location where a PC is provided as long as the user carries the data card. Thus, it is convenient to carry and use the industry software, and user experience is improved.

The data card is provided with the self-starting function, the industry software and the data are stored in the internal storage medium of the data card, the UI of the data card includes a UI-customized SCSI instruction processing module, and the data card includes a customized SCSI instruction processing module in the data card. The UI sends a customized SCSI instruction from the UI-customized SCSI instruction processing module to interact with the customized SCSI instruction processing module in the data card, so as to load the industry software and the data in a memory of a PC to run the industry software and the data in the memory of the PC. After the data are updated, the UI sends a customized SCSI instruction to write updated software and the updated data back into the storage medium of the data card.

Following descriptions are given based on an example of the storage of industry software and data in a T card in a data card, however, the storage medium is not limited to the T card. In the disclosure, industry software and data are stored in a partition of the T card which is hidden by using tool software, so as to enhance security.

The technical solution of the disclosure is further elaborated below in combination with the drawings and specific embodiments.

Referring to FIG. 1 which illustrates a structure of a data card according to an embodiment, the data card includes a storage medium, a customized SCSI instruction processing module in the data card, and a UI. The UI of the data card installed on a PC interacts with the data card by sending a UI-customized SCSI instruction, so as to operate industry software and relevant data in a hidden partition of the T card in the data card. In the disclosure, the industry software and the relevant data are stored in the hidden partition of the T card in a data card rather than a disc of a PC, the UI and the data card both internally include a customized SCSI instruction processing module. The UI installed and run on a PC includes a UI-customized SCSI instruction module, which takes charge of sending a customized SCSI instruction to the data card to exchange data with the data card, so as to load the industry software and the relevant data to the memory of the PC to run the industry software and the relevant data in the memory of the PC, and write the updated relevant data back into the hidden partition of the T card in the data card. The data card includes a customized SCSI instruction processing module in the data card, which takes charge of receiving and parsing the customized SCSI instruction sent from the UI-customized SCSI instruction module and reading/writing data in the hidden partition of the T card in the data card according to a specific SCSI instruction.

The data card further includes a storage medium driver configured to drive the storage medium to store data.

Referring to FIG. 2 which illustrates a flow of a method for securely running industry software according to an embodiment of the disclosure, the method includes the following steps:

Step 201: A T card is partitioned and formatted, and at least one partition is hidden so that there is at least one hidden partition in the T card.

Step 202: Industry software and relevant data are written into the hidden partition of the T card.

Step 203: The T card in which the hidden partition includes the industry software and the data is inserted into a T card slot of a data card, and the data card is connected with a PC.

Step 204: The data card starts a self-starting function to install a driver and UI software.

The data card providing with the self-starting function is automatically enumerated as an installer disc to complete the installation of a drive program and the UI software.

Step 205: The UI software is started and a corresponding industry software is selected from the UI software and is run.

Step 206: The UI loads the industry software and the relevant data into the memory of the PC by using a customized SCSI instruction.

Through the interaction of the UI-customized SCSI instruction processing module in the UI with the customized SCSI instruction processing module in the data card, the UI loads the industry software and the relevant data from the hidden partition of the T card into the memory of the PC.

Step 207: The industry software is started to call a networking function to access a network.

After the loading is completed, the UI starts the industry software, and then the industry software calls the networking function of the data card to access a 3G network as needed.

Step 208: The running industry software interacts with a network server, so that data needing to be updated are written into the hidden partition of the T card through a customized SCSI instruction.

The industry software in a running state accesses a network background service by means of the networking function provided by the data card. When there is data updating, the UI sends a customized SCSI instruction to write the data back into the hidden partition of the T card in the data card.

Step 209: The running of the industry software completes.
The industry software exits after the running completes, and the updated industry software and data are written back into the hidden partition of the T card in the data card through a customized SCSI instruction, without any copy retained in the PC.

Step 201 is executed only when the data card is initially used or when it is desired to change the size of the hidden partition.

Step 202 is executed only when the data card is initially used or when it is desired to replace the industry software.

Step 204 is executed only when the data card is used on a PC on which the data card is not used.

Certainly, there may also be many other implementation modes of the disclosure, and those skilled in the art can make various modifications and variations to the disclosure without departing from the concept and essence of the disclosure. Any modification, equivalent substitute, modification or the like made within the concept and principle of the disclosure shall fall within the scope of protection of the claims the disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for securely running industry software, comprising:
   - storing industry software and data in an internal storage medium of a wireless communication terminal, wherein a User Interface (UI) port of the wireless communication terminal comprises a UI-customized Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) instruction processor, and the wireless communication terminal comprises a customized SCSI instruction processor in the wireless communication terminal;
   - sending, by the UI port, a customized SCSI instruction from the UI-customized SCSI instruction processor to interact with the customized SCSI processor in the wireless communication terminal, so as to load the industry software and the data into a memory of a Personal Computer (PC) to run the industry software and the data in the memory of the PC; and
   - after the data are updated, sending, by the UI port, a customized SCSI instruction to write updated software and the updated data back into the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal, wherein the industry software and the data stored in the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal are loaded from the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal into the PC to be run only when there is a need to run the industry software, the running industry software calls and interacts with a network server so that the data needing to be updated are written into a hidden partition of a card through a customized SCSI instruction.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal is a flash memory or a T card.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the wireless communication terminal is a data card.

4. A wireless communication terminal, comprising: a storage medium, a User Interface (UI) port, and a customized Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) instruction processor; wherein
   - the storage medium is configured to store industry software and data; and
   - the UI port comprises a UI-customized SCSI instruction processor, and is configured to: send a customized SCSI instruction from the UI-customized SCSI instruction processor to interact with the customized SCSI instruction processor in the wireless communication terminal, so as to load the industry software and the data into a memory of a Personal Computer (PC) to run the industry software and the data in the memory of the PC; and after the data are updated, send a customized SCSI instruction to write updated software and the updated data back into the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal, wherein the industry software and the data stored in the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal are loaded from the internal storage medium of the wireless communication terminal into the PC to be run only when there is a need to run the industry software, the running industry software calls and interacts with a network server so that the data needing to be updated are written into a hidden partition of a card through a customized SCSI instruction.

5. The wireless communication terminal according to claim 4, wherein the storage medium of the wireless communication terminal is a flash memory or a T card.

6. The wireless communication terminal according to claim 4, wherein the wireless communication terminal is a data card.